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NOSE SHAPE AND SPRAY CONTROL STKEPS

ON EMERGENCE AND PLANING

OF HYDRO-SD MODELS

By John R. McGehee

SUMMARY

SPRAY

The emergence- aridplaning-spray characteristics of flat-bottom sur-
faces representati’veof hydro-skis with various bow shapes and deflectors
were investigated for trims of 12° and 200 and a speed of 30 feet per 6ec-
ond. The emergence-spray characteristics of the models with various bow
shapes were investigated for depths of submersion of the bow from O.~ inch
to -0.~ inch. The planing-spray characteristics of the models with the
various deflectors were determined for a draft corresponding to a length-
beam ratio of 4. The emergence- and planing-spray patterns are shown in
the photographs taken from forward of and above the models and from the
side of the models.

The most favorable emergence spray was obtained with a bow of tri-
angular plan form and sharp profile. The greatest improvement in planing
spray was obtained with vertical chine strips and a transverse barrier
strip located forward of the wetted planing area.

INTRODUCTION

The spray generated by hytio-skis during emergence and at low planing
speeds is one of the hydrodynamic problems associated with the application
of hydro-skis to water-based aircraft. This spray can cause temporary
loss of power and corrosion damage to propellers and engines, additional
take-off resistsmce, or excessive loads on aerodynamic components. Heavy
spray is generated by a hydro-ski at emergence and at low planing speeds
because of the high trim angles usually required for the transition from
submerged to planing operation. As a result of the high trim angles, the
emergence spray would be expected to be largely dependent on nose shape.
Beyond emergence the spray generated by the hydro-ski at low planing
speeds is heavy because of the continued high trim angles and inherently
high beam loadings and is largely influenced by the transverse shape of
the hydro-ski bottom.
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An experimental investigation was made in Langley tank no. 2 to
s

determine qualitatively the effects on emergence spray of nose profile
and plan-form shapes and the effects on planing spray of ‘different
transverse locations of longitudinal strips. Transverse barrier strips

h“

were also used in an attempt to control the spray in the planing con-
dition which originates forward of the stagnation line and is thrown

—

ahead of the leading edge of the surface._ .4

MODELS AND APPARATUS

The model configurations are shown in figure 1. The models that
represent variations in nose shape used for investigation of the emer-
gence spray are:

,—

(a) Model A - bow of rectangular plan form and 4:1 elliptical
profile .—

(b) Model B - bow of rectangular plan form and sharp profile

(c) Model C - bow of 64° triangular plan form and sharp profile

(d) Model D -
.

bow of 1.6:1 elliptical plan form and sharp profile

The models that represent a flat rectangular hyttro-skiwith various “

arrangements of longitudinal strips snd transverse barriers used for
investigation of the planing spray are:

(e) Model E - flat bottom

(f) Model F - longitudinal strips at chines

(g) Model G - longitudinal strips O.~ inch inbo~d of chines

(h) Model H - longitudinal strips at chines and transverse spray
barrier —

(i) Model I - longitudinal strips 0.50 inch inboard of chines and
transverse barrier

(j) Model J - longitudinal strips at chines with a 0.69-inch-radius
flow reverser at bow

The longitudinal strips and the transverse barrier strips extended
0.25 inch below the bottoms of the models and the transverse barrier
strips were located 12 inches forward of the trailing edge of the
models.

—

.

.
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The models were constructed by molding plastic around a mahogany
core. This manner of construction resulted in sharp chines on all models..
Each model had a beam of 2.50 inches and a plan-form area of 37.5 square
inches. The cross section at the longitudinal center of the models was
0.75 inch in height.

The tests were made on the Langley tank no. 2 towing carriage. A
photograph of the test setup is shown in figure 2. The models were sup-
ported by a polished stainless-steel strut which had an NACA 661-012 sec-

tion with a chord of 2.60 inches and a length of 16.50 inches. Photo-
graphs of the spray were taken with two 70-millimeter still cameras.
One csnera was located forward of and above the model and the second
was located directly to the side of the model and as close to the water
surface ag feasible. The photographs of the spray were taken sinnzl.
taneously with both cameras.

PROCEOURE

. The emergence-spray characteristics of the models with various bow
shapes were determined by conducting tests at trims of 12° and 20° and
depths of submersion “d of the bow from 0.50 to -0.50 inches. The trims

- of 12° and 20° were chosen as representative trims for emergence. The
depths of submersion were measured from the highest point on the bow to
the water surface. When the bow of the model was above the water sur-
face, the depths of submersion were indicated as negative. All.tests
were conducted at a speed of 30 feet per second, which corresponds to
a )?roudenuuiberof 1.2in the range of pure planing.

The planing-spray characteristics of the models with modifications
to the chines and bottom surfaces were determined by towing the models
at trims of 12° and 20°, a wetted length-beam ratio of 4, and a speed
of 30 feet per second.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are presented in figures 3 to 6 as photographs of the
spray’whi.chwere taken from forward of and above the models and from the
side of the models. The emergence-spray patterns of the models with
various bow shapes (model-sA, B, C, and D) are shown in figure 3 for a
trim of 12° and in figure 4 for a trim of 20°. The planing-spray pat-
terns for the flat rectangular planing surface (model E) and the various
modifications of this model (models F, G, H, 1, and J) are show in fig-
ure 5 for a trim of 1.2°and in figure 6 for a trim of 200.
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.
Emergence Spray

Emergence spray was formed when ventilation, with an accompanying .

flow separation, occurred on the submerged planing surfaces (figs” 3
and 4). After the separated flow was established, a decrease in the

—

depth of submersion caused an increase in the height of the separated
sheet. This process continued until, as the bow rose above the water
suxface, the separated sheet began to deteriorate into filaments of
spray. When the bow pierced the sheet, chine spray and forward spray
were formed. .—

The effect of bow profile shape on emergence spray can be deter-
mined by a comparison of the photographs of the models with an ellipti-
cal-profile bow (model A) and a sharp-profile bow (model B). Ventila-
tion occurred on the,elliptical-profile bow at a depth of submersion of
-0.20 inch for a trim of 12° (fig. 3(a)) and at a depth of submersion
of -0.40 inch for a trim of 20° (fig. b(a)). The sharp-profile bow
(fig. 3(b) ) ventilated at a depth of submersion of O inch for a trim
of 12° and at a depth of 0.50 inch for a trim of 20° (fig. J(b)). As
was expected, ventilation and separation occurred at a greater depth of
submersion on the sharp-profile bow (model B). It may be of interest
to note the process by which ventilation occurred on these two models. .

With the models submerged, the trailing vortices began to ventilate
(figs. 3(a) and 3(b)) and as the depth of submersion decreased the air
in the vortices approached the models. men the air reached the models) “
ventilation occurred. A process similar to this is described in refer-
ence 1. After ventilation had been established and as the depth of sub-
mersion decreased further, the separated sheet began to deteriorate and
chine spray and forward spray were formed.

The effect of bow plan-form shape may be determined by co?nparlng
the photographs of the models having bows with shaFp profiles and vari-
ous plan forms. Ventilation had occurred on the bows with triangular
(model C) and elliptical (model D) plan forms at a depth of submersion “-
of 0.50 inch for the 12° trim. The model with a rectangular plan form
(model B) ventilated at a depth of submersion of O inch for the 12° trim.
Therefore, models C and D induced ventilation at a geater depth of sub-
mersion than model B. At a trim of 20° all of these models had venti-
lated at the 0.50-inch depth of submersion. For all trims and depths
of submersion the separated flow and consequently the spray from model C
did not rise as high above the water surface as it did for the other
models. This may be attributed to a gradual buildup of bottom pressures
on model C as compared with a sharp buildup of bottom pressures on
model B. The height to which the sp~ay rose for model D was between
the spray heights of models C and B. —-.

The piercing effect of the various bows must also be considered as
a factor in determining the height to which the separated flow rises

.

.
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above the water surface. Because of the lower pressure at the point of
the bow, model C pierced the separated flow and formed chine spray and
forward spray at a greater depth of submersion than models B or D.

From the analysis of the photographs presented in the preceding
discussion, it can be concluded that model C had the most desirable
emergence-spray characteristics.

Planing Spray

Two distinct types of planing spray may be seen in figures 5 and 6.
These two types of spray were chine spray, originating at the chines of
the models, and forward spray, resulting froLuthe flow along the bottom
of the mcdel forward of the stagnation line.

The application of chine strips or longil+dinally mounted spray
strips to flying boats and,planing surfaces for controlling or directing
chine spray is common practice. As expected,“the thin longitudinal strips
installed at the chines (see model F) were very effective in reducing the
lateral and vertical displacements of the chine spray. The thin longi.
tudinal strips attached O.~ inch inboard of each chine (see model G)
were not as effective as those attached at the chines. The longitudinal
strips, in both cases, resulted in an increased volume of forward spray.

The models with spray barriers (models H and I) and the model with
a semicylindrical flow reverser (model J) were very effective in reducing
both the volume and the vertical displacement of the forward spray. me
flow reverser had to be located at the bow and was therefore farther from
the sta~ation line than the spray barrier. Since the forward flow was
more concentrated’near the stagnation line, the spray b~ier was more
effective than the flow reverser.

In general, the preceding discussions apply to trims of both 12°
and 20°. The principal difference between the planing-spray character-
istics at a trim of 12° and those at 20° was the increased volume snd
displacements of the spray which occurred at the trim of 20°.

The greatest improvement in planing spray was obtained from the
model (model~H) with vertical chine strips and a transverse barrier
strip located forward of the wetted planing area.

Practical Considerations

In a practical application the bow with the triangular plan form
(model C) should not create any special problems, such as ticreased.
resistance or detrimental effects on planing spray. A planing surface
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with a flow reverser attached at the bow or a spray barrier located for-
ward of the stagnation line could be used for planing operation without
causing any detrimental effects. But for use on a planing surface
requiring emergence through the water surface from submerged operation,
the flow reverser or the spray barrier may have detrimental effects on
emergence”spray and resistance unleSs they “We made retractable.

CONCLUDINGREMMKS

The most favorable emergence spray was obtained with a bow of tri-
angular plan form and sharp profile. The greatest improvement In planing
spray “wasobtained with vertical chine strips and a transverse barrier
strip located forward of the wetted planing area.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
.

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., March 14, 1958.
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(a) ModelA (bowof rectang-r
plan form and eU.ipttcal
profile).

(C) Model C (barof tr~~
ph fOrm and sharp prO-
file} ●

(e) Maiel E (flatbott~).

(d Mcdd G (lwitudha
strips0.50 inch in-
board of each chine).

e
(i)Model I (longitutial

strips0.50 inch in-
board and transverse
bSrrier).

(b) Model B (bowof ~ct~
phn form - 8harpprc-
file),

(d) Model D (bow of elli~ical
pkn fo~ ~d s~rp pr~
file).

(f) ModelF (lcmgitutial
stri~ at chines).

(h) Mcdel H (lcmgitudtial
stripeat chinesand
transversebarrier).

&

(j)Model J (l~ituti~l
stripsat chtis with
f~~ rSVerser).

Figure I.- Model con~i*ations.
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Figure 2.- Photograph of test setup. L-58-1613
.

.
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d = 0.50 inch “

.

d= Oinch-”

d

Camera located at side

(a) Model A.

:gure 3.- Emergence-spray characteristics
Trim = ~o ●

i of models A, B, C, and D.
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d = 0.50inch

NACA TN 4294

.

d = O inch d= 4.10 inoh

d = -0.20inch

Camera located forward of and above

(a) Model A - Concluded.

Figure 3.- Continued.

d = -.50 inch

model L-58-192

.
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d = 0.50inch d= 0.25 inch

da O inch d = -0.10inch

d = .4.20hch

Camera located at side of model L-58-193

(b) Model B.

Figure 3.- Continued.
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d= 0050 inch d= 0.25inch

d= O inch d = -OCI.Oinch

cl = -0.20Inch d = a .50inch

Camera located forward of and above model L-58-194

(b) Model B - Concluded.

Figure 3.- Continued.
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d = O.~0 fich d= 0.25 tich

d= O tich d = +.10 inch

d = 4.20 inch d“= -0.50inch

Camera located at side of model L-78-195

(c) Model C.

Figure 3.- Continued.
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d = O.~0inch d = 0.25 inch

d = O fich d = -0.10inch

d = -0020 inch

Camera located forward of and a%ove

(c) Model C - Concluded.

Figure 3.- Continued.

d = a.~0 inch

model L-58-196

.
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d= 0,~0inch d= 0.25 inch

d= o hlch d= 4.10 inch

d = 4.20 incli d= a.~0 inch

Camera located at side of model L-58-197

(d) Model D.

Figure 3.- Continued.
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d = 0.50 inch

. .

d = O inch

NACA TN 429

d= 0.25inch

d = -0.20inch
—

Camera located forward of and above

(d) Model D - Concluded.

Figure 3.- Concluded.

d “ -0.50 inch

model L-58-198

.—

.

.

d= -0.10inch

.
—
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.

d = O inch d = -0.20 inch

., -’—----

,. =+.... -.

.— ._-’

d= -0.40inch

Camera located at side of

(a) Model A.

Figure k.- Emergence-spray characteristics
Trim . 20°.

d = A.~O inch

model L-58-199

of models A, B, C, and D.
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d= 0,50 inch d= 0.25 tich

dO= inch d= 4.20 inch

d = -0.bOtich d

Camra located forward of and above

= 4.s0 inch

model L-38-200

(a) Model A - Concluded.

Figure 4.- Continued.
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.

Camera located at side of model L-58-Mo

(b) ModelB.

Figure 4.- Continued.
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d= 0.50 inch

d= O inch

d = -0.40 inch

d = 0.25 inch

d = ~020 inch

— -. -—.~=..- -:,__ .,,,.. _
,,,,-_L, . . . . . ,- y-----

.— -.

“..= .....-

d= 4.50 inch

Camera located forward of and above

(b) Model B - Concluded.

Figure 4.- Continued.

model L-58-1601

.

.

.

.
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d = 0.50tich
1

d = 0.25 inch

d = (I inch d = 4).20 inch

Camera located at side of model L-58-1602

(c) Model C.

Figure k.- Continued.
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d= O.~ inch

d= O inch

d = 0.25inch

d = +.20 inch

d = -0.40tich d = -0.~0inch

Camera located forward of and above model L-58-1603

(c) Model C - Concluded.

Figure 4.- Continued.
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d = ~.40 inch d = d.50 inch

Camera located at side of model L-58-1604

(d) Model D.

Figure 4.- Continued.
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d.= 0.50inch

NACA TN 4294

.

●

a = 0.2.5tncb

.

.

d = O inch d = -0.20inch

d = -0.40inch

Camera located forward of and above

(d) Model D - Concluded.

Figure 4.- Concluded.

a = -0.50inch

model L-58-1605
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Fig

ModelE

ModelG

Mocbl I

Camera loc

ure 5.- Planing-spray ck
Length-bea

;atedat side o

‘acteristicsof
m ratio, 4; tr

Model F

Model H

Model J

f model L-58 -16c%

models E, F, G, H, 1, and
im, 12°.

J.

.
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Model E

NACA TN 4294

.
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,

ModelF

Model G Model H

Model I ModelJ

Camera located forward of and above model L-58-1607

Figure 5.- Concluded.

-.

.
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Model E ModelF

Model G
—

Model H

Model I Model J

Camera located at side of model L-58-1608

Figure 6.- Planing-spray characteristics of models E, F, G, H, I, and
Length-beam ratio, k; trim, 20°.

J.
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,.
Model E Mode1 F

Model G Model H

Model I

Camera located forward of and above

Figure 6.- Concluded.

.
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McxielJ

tidel L-58-1609
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NACA -Langley Field, Vi.


